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Unexpected structures of the Au17 gold cluster: The stars are 
shining 
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and Minh Tho Nguyenf,* 

The Au17 gold cluster was experimentally produced in the gas phase 
and characterized by its vibra?onal spectrum recorded using far-IR 
mul?ple photon dissocia?on (FIR-MPD) of Au17Kr. DFT and coupled-
cluster theory PNO-LCCSD(T)-F12 computa?ons reveal that, at odd 
with most previous reports, Au17 prefers two star-like forms derived 
from a pentaprism added by two extra Au atoms on both top and 
boSom surfaces of the pentaprism, along with five other Au atoms 
each aSached on a lateral face. A good agreement between calculated 
and FIR-MPD spectra indicates a predominant presence of these star-
like isomers. Stabiliza?on of a star form arises from strong orbital 
interac?ons of an Au12 core with a five-Au-atom string.  

 Owing to their parVcular properVes and numerous applicaVons 
in devices with nanoscale dimensions,1-3 such as chemical/biological 
sensors,4 in biomedical sciences5 and catalysis,6-8 gold clusters are 
among the most characterized transiVon metal nanoparVcles to 
date.9 As a result of the strong relaVvisVc effect of the element 
gold,10-12 small pure Aun clusters prefer a planar or quasi-planar 
shape, and a structural transiVon going from a two-dimensional 
(2D) to a three-dimensional (3D) configuraVon takes place at the 
sizes n = 8 – 13 depending on their charge states,13-16 whereas larger 
systems from n = 16 – 18 tend to exist as hollow cages.17,18 Some of 
us19 recently demonstrated a plausible coexistence of both planar 
and non-planar isomers of Au10 at the onset of a 2D-3D structural 
transiVon of pure neutral gold clusters. Since an experimental 
evidence for hollow golden cages was reported for the Au16− and 
Au17− anions,17,20 several studies have been devoted to the 
structures and properVes of these sizes. Such golden cages can also 
trap a foreign atom resulVng in a new category of encapsulated 

golden cages, similar to endohedral fullerenes.21 Although several 
large golden cages and their derivaVves were theoreVcally 
predicted,21-23 none of them has been observed experimentally yet. 
 Here we will focus on the pure and neutral Au17 cluster. Fig. S1 
of the Supplementary InformaVon (SI) file gives a summary of the 
structures previously assigned as the most stable form of Au17.17-26 
They were obtained using different density funcVonal theory (DFT) 

methods and differ greatly from each other.17-26 While a hollow cage 
17_3 (cf. Fig. 1) was predicted as a ground state,17,24 a distorted 
tetrahedral D2d shape 17_6 resulVng from a Td structure of Au17+ 
was also suggested.25 However, a new putaVve ground state 
structure, i.e. 17_7 (Fig. 1), was more recently reported19 which is 
not consistent with all those proposed earlier. Recently some of us 
found a star-like structure (17_2 in Fig. 1) by using the PBE 
funcVonal,19 but the reliability of such a new global minimum 
predicVon was not certain because it was based on the energies 
obtained with one parVcular DFT funcVonal. 

In view of such a discrepancy, we set out to perform a combined 
experimental and theoreVcal study to revisit the Au17 structure. 
From extensive quantum chemical computaVons, we find two new 
structural moVfs for this size that have been overlooked in the 
literature, and both are found to be more stable than those 
previously reported (Fig. S1). The calculated vibraVonal signatures 
of these new isomers are subsequently compared to the 
experimental far-IR spectrum recorded by IR mulVple photon 
dissociaVon (IR-MPD) of the Au17-Kr complex with the aim to assign 
the structure generated. 
 Quantum chemical results presented hereaker are determined 
using a range of DFT27-31 and wavefuncVon theory (coupled-cluster 
theory)32-34 methods that are described in the SI file along with 
details on the IR-MPD experiment. 
 The shapes of the low-lying Au17 isomers along with their 
symmetry point groups and relaVve energies are shown in Fig. 1, 
while their Cartesian coordinates are given in Table S1 of the SI file. 
Previously suggested structures given in Fig. S1 are also labeled 
following to those in Fig. 1. In recent calculaVons26,35 using both 
PW91 and BB95 funcVonals, the Cs 17_7 (Fig. 1) which is obtained 
upon removal of three corner Au atoms from the Au20 tetrahedron35 
was reported as the global energy minimum of Au17. Such an 
assignment is not consistent with a previous result using the TPSS 
funcVonal25 which yields D2d 17_6 as the lowest-energy structure. 
The laler can be constructed by adding four Au atoms on an fcc 
octahedral core of Au13. On the contrary, earlier calculaVons36,37 
using the PBE funcVonal predicted that the C2v hollow cage 17_3 
(Fig. 1) tends to dominate the Au17 populaVon, as in the Au17− 
anion.17 
 Almost all DFT results, and more importantly the coupled-
cluster PNO-LCCSD(T)-F12 results, obtained in the present work 
predict both star-like cage structures 17_1 and 17_2 to be the most 
stable isomers of Au17 (Fig. 1, Table 1). Both star forms are basically 
degenerate in energy and can be built from an Au10 pentaprism 
followed by addiVon of two extra Au atoms on both top and bolom 
surfaces of the pentaprism, along with alachment of five other Au 
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atoms, each on a lateral face. The main difference between them is 
that while two of the laler atoms form a bond in 17_1, they are 
separated in 17_2. The most striking finding is that these star-like 
structural moVfs that have almost been overlooked in previous 
reports (Fig. S1, SI) could emerge as the lowest-lying isomers of 
Au17. 
    

Fig. 1. Some low-lying Au17 isomers along with their symmetry point 
groups and relaVve energies with respect to the lowest-lying isomer 
17_1 (kJ/mol obtained from PNO-LCCSD(T)-F12b/aug-cc-pVDZ-PP + 
ZPE computaVons). 

 For beler visualizaVon, Fig. S2 (SI file) displays the shapes of 
both star forms in different perspecVves. The 17_1, 17_2, 17_3 and 
17_4 isomers displayed in Fig. 1 are slightly distorted to a C2v point 
group, instead of adopVng D5h symmetry as in a regular pentaprism, 
due to a Jahn-Teller effect on their open-shell electronic structure. 
In fact, starVng from a regular D5h pentaprism, the doublet state of 
Au17 has one unpaired electron occupying a degenerate  orbital. 
Such a state is not energeVcally stable with respect to distorVon, 
and the system tends to undergo a geometry relaxaVon upon 
eliminaVon of such an orbital degeneracy. More specifically, a single 
occupancy of one doubly degenerate orbital  of a higher 
symmetry D5h structure invariably leads to a geometric change 
giving rise to an orbital splipng to a pair of (a2 + b2) orbitals in a 
lower symmetry C2v form. The unpaired electron in the C2v 17_1 
occupies the a2 SOMO (Fig. S3, SI file), thus resulVng in a 2A2 
electronic state. It appears that the C2v 17_3 consVtutes the 2B2 
component of the splipng pair, lying ∼7 kJ/mol higher in energy. 
Similarly, both isomers 17_2 and 17_4 seem to be formed from a 
splipng of another  orbital giving a (a2 + b2) pair following 
geometry relaxaVon in a different direcVon. The energy difference 
between the laler pair of isomers amounts to 10 kJ/mol (Table 1).  
        While both 2A2 states keep a star-like shape, both 2B2 
components have substanVally modified geometries. According to 
DFT results, both star-like structures 17_1 and 17_2 are strongly 

compeVng with each other to be the ground state of Au17. The TPSS 
funcVonal predicts 17_2 to be slightly more favoured than 17_1 but 
with a Vny energy gap of 2.5 kJ/mol (Table 1). Nonetheless, 
calculaVons using another density funcVonal may result in a 
different topology of the potenVal energy surface, as the energy 
ordering of isomers is known to be quite sensiVve with respect to 
the density funcVonal employed.31,38,39 In fact, while revTPSS and 
PBE funcVonals assign 17_2 as the global minimum, the PW91 and 
M06 predict 17_1 to be more stable, always with a small energy gap 
of < 4 kJ/mol. None of the funcVonals employed here results in 
17_3, 17_6, 17_7 or 17_8 to be the lowest-lying isomer as 
previously reported (cf. Fig. S1, SI). 
   In this context, we perform single-point electronic energy 
calculaVons for low-lying Au17 isomers using the novel local 
modificaVons of the explicitly correlated coupled-cluster theory 
PNO-LCCSD(T)-F12. Note that the explicitly correlated F12 
procedure greatly accelerates the slow basis set convergence of 
convenVonal CCSD(T) techniques.40 In parVcular, owing to more 
accurate pair approximaVons, Vghter domain opVons and the F12 
treatment of dynamic correlaVon, the PNO-LCCSD(T)-F12 method 
has been found to perform beler than previous local calculaVons, 
in terms of both accuracy and cost, and yield results in reasonable 
agreement with the convenVonal CCSD(T) values.41 Very oken, even 
a double-zeta basis set is sufficient for alaining the chemical 
accuracy of ± 4 kJ/mol.42-44 To stay on a safe side, we further 
compute PNO-LCCSD(T)-F12 relaVve energies of 17_1 - 17_6 
isomers with the larger aug-cc-pVTZ-PP basis set. We find that the 
largest discrepancy between both DZ and TZ basis sets is < 2.5 kJ/
mol (Table 1). 

Table 1. RelaVve energies ∆E (kJ/mol) of low-lying Au17 isomers 
computed using different methods (VnZ stands for cc-pVnZ and a for 
augmented) 

  
       PNO-LCCSD(T)-F12 results again confirm that both 17_1 and 
17_2 (cf. Fig. 1), being within an energy difference of ~5 kJ/mol, are 
the most energeVcally preferable isomers of Au17. In agreement 
with PW91 and M06 predicVons, 17_1 is slightly more energeVcally 
favourable whereas 17_6 becomes much less stable with a PNO-
LCCSD(T)-F12 relaVve energy of ~46 kJ/mol. The isomers 17_3, 17_4 
and 17_5 lie also close to the global minimum 17_1 (within ~17 kJ/
mol). The remaining isomers 17_7, 17_8 and 17_9 are much less 

17_1, C2v  
(2A2, 0.0)

17_2, C2v  
(2A2, 2.5)

17_3, C2v  
(2B2, 7.9)

17_4, C2v  
(2B2, 14.2)

17_5, C1  
(2A, 16.7)

17_6, D2d  
(2B1, 45.6)

17_7, Cs  
(2A”, 59.8) 

17_8, Cs  
(2A’, 67.4)

17_9, C2 
(2A, 75.7)

e′ ′ 1

e′ ′ 1

e′ ′ 1

Isomer
TPSS revTPSS PBE PW91 M06 PNO-LCCSD(T)-F12b

VDZ-PP aVDZ-PP aVTZ-PP

17_1 2.5 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

17_2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 3.8 2.5 5.0

17_3 4.2 1.7 3.3 2.9 5.4 7.9 7.1

17_4 10.5 5.9 7.1 9.6 8.8 14.2 15.5

17_5 11.7 10.0 11.7 11.7 14.6 16.7 17.2

17_6 2.9 7.9 21.8 28.0 46.0 45.6 45.6

17_7 19.7 9.6 36.0 36.4 41.8 59.8 -

17_8 19.2 18.0 38.5 41.0 71.1 67.4 -

17_9 33.9 31.4 42.3 43.5 58.2 75.7 -
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stable, being more than 60 kJ/mol higher in energy. It is worth 
menVoning again that 17_6 and 17_7 were reported to be the 
putaVve global minima in previous computaVons (Fig. S1, SI).12,25,45 
The present high accuracy results do not support such assignments. 
 In terms of free energies (ΔG), when using DFT (TPSS and 
revTPSS) results, 17_2 remains more stable than 17_1 by 2.1 kJ/mol 
at 100K, 3.3 kJ/mol at 200K, and both pracVcally have the same free 
energy at 300K. Otherwise noted, the free energy ordering follows 
that of the corresponding enthalpy.  Overall, in view of the small 
energy difference between both star-like isomers 17_1 and 17_2 
whose ordering is interchanged with respect to the method 
employed, both in terms of enthalpy and free energy, we would 
conclude that they are basically quasi-degenerate in energy. 
 The high thermodynamic stability of both star-like forms can be 
understood with the help of orbital interacVons between 
consVtuent fragments. As for a representaVve case, let us consider 
17_2 whose electronic structure can now be analyzed by 
construcVng orbital interacVons between an inner Au12 core 
containing a pentaprism and an outer Au5 string. The resulVng 
correlaVon diagram built up under a C2v point group is illustrated in 
Fig. S4 (SI file) which also displays the main shell orbitals.  
 Such a core structure does not correspond to the lowest-lying 
form of Au12 and lies much higher in energy than its global 
minimum. The five Au atoms of the outer string are located far away 
from each other, and do no interact with each other, and for the 
sake of simplicity, their 6s-MO are omiled in Fig. S4 (SI file). It is 
clear that the MOs of the C2v Au12 core are strongly stabilized upon 
interacVon, and thereby lead to a low-energy 17_2. A similar orbital 
interacVon feature can also be established for the distorted star 
form 17_1.  
 The total density of states (DOS) and some shell orbitals of 17_2 
are displayed in Fig. 2. Accordingly, the 17 valence electrons of the 
Au17 radical occupy a nearly closed electron shell of the [1S2 1P6 
1D9] configuraVon. It can be expected that the corresponding anion 
of 17_2 whose 18 valence electrons are expected to fully occupy 
this electron shell, is also stabilized. 

 
  
Fig. 2. Density of states (DOS) and some shell orbitals of Au17 17_2. 

We now examine the vibraVonal signatures of the low-lying 
isomers of Au17 in comparison to the experimental features 
recorded via far-IR-MPD of Au17Kr. Both the experimental and 
simulated IR spectra for the low-lying Au17 structures are shown in 

Fig. 3. Although complexaVon with the messenger Kr atoms may 
have a certain influence on the isomer distribuVon and appearance 
of IR spectra, the comparably weak interacVons between krypton 
atoms and the neutral gold clusters is expected to induce very small 
effects on the IR spectra.46 

 

 
Fig. 3 Experimental FIR-MPD of Au17-Kr and theoreVcal IR spectra of 
Au17. SimulaVons are made using harmonic vibraVonal frequencies 
(without scaling) and intensiVes obtained by revTPSS/cc-pVDZ-PP 
computaVons.  

As compared to other neutral Aun clusters,47,48 the IR spectrum 
of Au17 is rather specific with the absence of prominent bands 
above 100 cm−1. The experimental FIR-MPD spectrum is dominated 
by a single broad peak centered at ~80 cm−1. The predicted IR 
spectra of both isomers 17_1 and 17_2 are also characterized by 
having their most intense feature centered at 80-90 cm−1, arising in 
each case from several overlapping absorpVons. They show 
addiVonal lines near 60 cm−1, for which 17_1 gives a slightly beler 
match to the experimental spectrum. Overall, both isomers 17_1 
and 17_2 can well be assigned to the experimental FIR-MPD 
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spectrum of Au17Kr (Fig. 3). The spectrum of 17_3 exhibits a less 
good match to the experimental data as compared to 17_1 and 
17_2, but its contribuVon cannot be ruled out enVrely. On the 
contrary, the simulated IR spectra of higher-lying isomers, i.e. from 
17_4 to 17_9, typically miss the prominent signal at ~80 cm-1 but 
instead contain intense bands at above 100 cm−1. Accordingly, they 
clearly do not match the experiment (Fig. 3). Because both 17_1 
and 17_2 are energeVcally quasi-degenerate, and their IR spectra 
are very similar to each other, they, either just a single isomer or a 
mixture of both, likely contribute to the observed FIR-MPD 
spectrum of Au17Kr. The normal coordinates of the acVve vibraVonal 
modes of 17_1 and 17_2 are displayed in the TOC Graphic. 

In summary, by a combinaVon of far-infrared mulVple photon 
dissociaVon spectroscopy and extensive computaVons using DFT 
and wavefuncVon methods, structures for the neutral Au17 cluster 
were assigned. Two new stable isomers, both having a distorted 
star-like shape and containing a core pentaprism capped with seven 
Au atoms placed outside, were idenVfied. FormaVon of such golden 
stars is intriguing as it has never been detected before for neutral 
gold or other coinage metal clusters. Their vibraVonal signatures are 
characterized by stretching of bonds linked to the inner pentaprism 
that results in prominent peaks centered at ~80 cm−1. 

Experiment and Computation. Details and references are given in 
the Supplementary Information (SI) file. 
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